HX900 DISTRIBUTOR PLATES FOR VSI CRUSHERS
INTRODUCING THE NEW AND REVOLUTIONARY HX900 DISTRIBUTOR PLATES

HX900 distributor plates is a unique wear protection solution that gives you lower maintenance and operating costs, and fewer maintenance stops results in higher capacity over time. In terms of wear protection solutions, HX900 distributor plates deliver the lowest cost per ton produced and more profit for you.

The new HX900 distributor plates are easily locked onto an adapter plate. That done, you are good to go.

YOU GET THREE MAJOR BENEFITS

- **The longest wear life on the market**
  Thanks to a patented design, which consists of three different wear materials, wear life is about five times longer than with conventional white iron distributor plates. We also offer a performance guarantee based on specific site conditions. Contact Sandvik for a site evaluation.

- **Less maintenance**
  Longer wear life means a minimum of maintenance stops, saving you time on changing distributor plates. A wear indicator clearly shows when it is time to change plates. And when you do change plates, you do not have to lift off the crusher’s upper section. No crane needed, and no time wasted.

- **Easier and safer installation**
  The distributor plate is split into three parts, weighing only 5 kg each. This makes handling easier and speeds up installation. A more user-friendly design also makes service routines safer.

TAILOR MADE FOR SANDVIK VSI ROTOVS AND CONVERTED CRUSHERS

Our crushers are reliable, low-vibration machines that are unrivalled for their ability to increase productivity whilst minimizing downtime.

**HX900 DISTRIBUTOR PLATE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART NO.</th>
<th>CV215</th>
<th>CV216</th>
<th>CV217</th>
<th>CV218</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Compatible with crushers using rotors 73LP and 73EP, or the following Sandvik crushers. Adapter plate: 488.1665-001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PART NO.</th>
<th>BG00417022*</th>
<th>CV228</th>
<th>CV229</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Compatible with crushers using rotors 85LP and 85HP, or the following Sandvik crushers. Adapter plate: 488.1649-001

*Only one plate is included with this code. You need to order three parts to have a complete distributor set.

“These distributor plates definitely increase our productivity.”

Claes Löfgren, Maintenance Manager Sydsten, Sweden